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A b s t r a c t .  The problem of analysing the effects of changing requirements 
imposes strict demands on system representations, particularly in safety- 
critical domains. We argue that solving this problem will require struc- 
tured representations that highlight the interaction between requirements, 
and record the rationale for decisions made during the development pro- 
cess. 

As a means of providing and analysing this information, we propose the 
use of a goal-oriented model for structuring requirements and the use of 
formal reasoning techniques to aid in the analysis of changes and their 
consequences. 

1 Introduction 

The need to analyse the effects of changing requirements adds to the demands on 
system representations. In addition to verifying the integrity of the initial system, 
we would like to have the capability to trace the implications of changes through 
the system, and also to reason back from desired outcomes to determine what 
changes could bring them about. These capabilities rely upon a representation 
that focuses on both the interactions between system requirements and the inter- 
actions between the system and the context in which it operates. For this analysis 
to be productive, we also need some way of assessing the susceptibility of indi- 
vidual requirements to change, and therefore some way of recording the rationale 
for the design decisions that led to those requirements. All of these issues are 
particularly important in saftey-critical domains where maintaining the integrity 
of the system is paramount. 

In this paper we propose a framework, called goal-structured analysis (GSA), 
which addresses these needs. The framework is based on goal decomposition sup- 
ported by automated reasoning. A distinguishing feature of our approach from 
previous goal-based approaches (see for example [1, 3, 10]) is that we link the 
evolution of the requirements and design through the developmen t of goals and 
system models, reflecting the fact that, for embedded systems, requirements and 
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design must evolve in concert. We also place a strong emphasis on formal prop- 
erties, such as non-circularity of justifications. The reasoning aspect is achieved 
through a logical representation which avoids many of the complexities of pre- 
vious proposals (see for example [4, 9]) by operating in tandem with informal 
descriptions. 

The main benefits of our approach include: 

- Informal descriptions of requirements and design decisions, along with sup- 
porting evidence, are recorded in a structured way. 

- Formal (logical) statements are coupled with the informal descriptions, facil- 
itating formal and mechanised analyses. This allows us to make guarantees 
about the integrity of the specifications. For example, we can ensure that sys- 
tem models are consistent and that all goals are satisfiable under appropriate 
conditions. 

- Conditions are provided for incremental development of requirements which, 
if followed during the development process, guarantee the above properties in 
the final structure. 

In the following section we provide an overview of the framework and de- 
scribe the intuitions behind the components. This is followed in Section 3 by a 
simple example of (informal) system development, which is used throughout the 
remainder of the paper. Section 4 discusses the addition of formal statements to 
the system description, while Section 5 defines some of the properties we would 
like to attain, and the conditions for incremental development which will bring 
these about. In Section 6 we give a very brief illustration of the way in which the 
framework allows us to predict system behaviour under different scenarios and 
examine changes to the system to improve its behaviour. Finally in Section 7 we 
summarise the work presented and discuss some future research directions. 

2 O v e r v i e w  o f  t h e  F r a m e w o r k  

The fundamental components of our approach are goals, effects, facts and condi- 
tions, each containing both informal and formal information. In this section we 
briefly describe each of these components and their relationships, the types of in- 
formation they contain, and the way in which this information is stored. In later 
sections we give a more rigorous account of the formal relationships between these 
components. 

2 . 1  G o a l s  a n d  E f f e c t s  

A goal contains a statement, or assertion, identifying a desired property of a 
(proposed) system. Goals are intended to be more flexible than (the traditional 
view of) requirements, which are often used to set contractual boundaries between 
customer and designer. The statements may express requirements that the system 
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should fulfil, derived requirements which emerge because of higher-level design 
decisions, or constraints (for example to do with cost or power consumption). 

We associate with each goal strategies describing how that  goal may be achieved. 
Alongside the strategies we record information that  might be significant if changes 
are to be made at a later stage, such as the reason that  the strategies are believed 
to be successful, criteria for choosing amongst strategies, and a justification for 
the selection of a particular strategy. A strategy will generally introduce further 
goals (along with effects, facts and conditions) leading to a hierarchy or, more 
generally, a network which we call a goal structure. 

An effect is similar to a goal in that  it makes a statement that  requires further 
decomposition or explanation. The difference is that  effects describe properties of 
the system which we might not necessarily want to achieve. From a decomposi- 
tional point of view goals and effects are treated in a similar manner, and we will 
simply refer to goals where no confusion arises. 

2.2 F a c t s  a nd  C o n d i t i o n s ,  M o d e l s  a n d  Scen a r io s  

Whereas goals contain statements about the system that  we wish to decompose 
further, facts are statements that  we take to be true. For example, they may 
be statements about properties of the system that  are known to hold, or design 
commitments (such as a choice of technology). 

Conditions, like facts, contain statements that  we do not wish to decompose 
any further. Unlike facts, conditions may not always hold. As the name suggests, 
we use conditions to analyse the behaviour of the system under different operating 
conditions. We call a (consistent) set of conditions a scenario. 

We will see that  all goals are eventually decomposed in such a way as to be 
supported or satisfied by the facts in some scenario. In this way, the set of facts 
can be regarded as a model of the system being developed, a scenario represents 
the input to that  model, and the goals represent requirements on the output,  or 
behaviour, of that  system. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1. The model 
will be developed or expanded in parallel with decomposition of the goals. 

scenario @ ! I model ~ higher-level consequences 
(conditions) [ (facts) (goa|s and effects) 

Fig.  1. Relationship between facts, conditions and goals. 

2.3 S y s t e m s  a nd  C o n t e x t s  

A new system is rarely developed in isolation, but rather is developed in the 
context of available components, subsystems, and the environment in which it 
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operates. This might include the "physical" world, a commercial environment such 

as the stockmarket, or a previously developed software system such as an operating 
system. In safety-critical systems constraints will also typically be imposed by 
regulatory bodies. 

It is often convenient to separate the statements referring to different systems 
under consideration. For this reason we allow system labels. Furthermore any 
particular system under consideration may involve relationships with only a subset 
of the other systems being modelled. We call these other systems the context of the 
system under consideration. This modular view of systems and their associated 

contexts helps to address problems of scale. 

2.4 Frame Represen ta t ion  

A natural representation for goals, effects, facts, conditions and their associated 
information is a frame, a data structure commonly used for representing hierarch- 
ical information in AI (see for example [7]). The following table shows some of 
the slots needed in a goal frame and the information envisaged for each slot. 2 

Slo t  I n f o r m a t i o n  
Label identifier for the frame 
System system identifier 
Context identifier of directly related systems 
Assertion goal to be achieved or explained 
Alternatives list of alternative strategies 
Rationale reasons for befief in each alternative strategy 
Selection the chosen strategy 
Justification reason for selection of chosen strategy 

We concentrate our attention on these slots for the remainder of the paper. Ex- 
amples are given in the following section. 

Fact, effect, and condition frames are essentially cut down versions of goal 
frames. The selection slot in an effect frame will contain will contain an explication 
of the effect, and no alternatives slot will generally be needed. Since facts and 
conditions are not decomposed no strategy information is needed. However, the 
Rationale slot may be used to store the reason for believing in the fact or condition. 

For brevity we have shown only one slot for each type of information, but in 
general many entries will involve two slots, one for an informal description and one 
for a formal description. The informal component allows the developers to describe 
the system in natural or semi-structured language. The formal component is used 
to guarantee properties of the system and to permit automated analysis. Note 
that both components need not necessarily be filled by the same engineer -- 
for example the first may be the responsibility of the system designer while the 
second may contain a formalisation of this information by a specialist in formal 
languages. 

2 In practice a strategy will need to provide a solution to multiple goals (including 
making trade-offs between those goals) and may be shared between frames. For ease 
of exposition, however, we only associate strategies with single goals. 
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3 B u i d i n g  G o a l  S t r u c t u r e s  - -  A n  E x a m p l e  

In order to illustrate the construction and use of goal structures we will consider a 
simplified landing control system for an aircraft. The motivation for this example 
comes from various accounts concerning an landing incident (see for example [6]), 
but the details given here are contrived purely for the purposes of the example. 

Briefly, the example involves the development of an automated system for 
applying wheel brakes and reverse thrusters with the aim of stopping an aircraft 
within 1000m of landing. The controller will make decisions about applying the 
brakes and reverse thrusters on the basis of measurements of wheel speed, load and 
altitude. These in turn will depend on environmental conditions when the aircraft 
touches down and the procedures followed by the pilot. We wish to analyse the 
behaviour of the aircraft under different scenarios involving these conditions. 

There are four different 'systems' involved in the development: the landing 
control system itself, the dynamics of the aircraft, the operating procedures, and 
the environment in which the landing takes place. In this case, the latter three 
systems will provide the context in which the landing control system operates, 
and will mainly provide facts and conditions, since we are less concerned with 
interactions within those systems. 

3.1 Developing the Landing Control System 

We now run briefly through the development of the goal structure and system 
models. This allows us to illustrate how strategies may be derived from, or gener- 
ate, facts and goals. For clarity we will consider only informal information at this 
stage, and show only those slots in the frames that are of principal interest. The 
corresponding formal information is detailed in the following section. 

Deriving Strategies from Facts (or Goals) In the first step we give an 
example of the generation of a strategy from known information. We take our 
top-level goal to be to stop the aircraft within 1000m. (Note that in practice there 
will be other top-level goals such as those relating to safety.) The options available 
for the control system involve invoking wheel brakes and reverse thrusters, and an 
appropriate strategy must be developed with reference to the physical properties 
of the aircraft. We will assume that these physical properties have already been 
assessed in the process of designing, prototyping and/or testing the aircraft, and 
that this is reflected by the following facts: 

~ r  ] Fact 

I Label iF2 
craft dynamics System Aircraft dynamics 

IAssertion ]The aircraft will stop within lO00m / Assertion The aircraft will stop within lO00m if wheel 
I lif wheel brakes are applied when | brakes and reverse thrusters are applied 
I I speed -< 154km/h. | when speed > 154km/h and _< l?0km/h. 
~ E n g i n e e r i n g  tests J Rationale Engineering tests 

These facts clearly suggest a strategy for satisfying our high-level goal. Since we 
wish to satisfy the goal for both ranges of speed, the facts are combined into a 
single strategy: 
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G o a l  
Label G1 
System Landing control 
Context Environment, Aircraft dynamics, Operating procedures 
Assertion Stop aircraft within 1000m 
Selection iApply wheel brakes when speed _< 154 knots, apply wheel brakes and reverse 

thrusters when speed ~ 154 knots and _< 170 knots I 
Rationale Based on F1, F2 

The rationale for this strategy provides a pointer to the facts upon which it was 
based, thus recording the reason that  the strategy is expected to be successful. 
Note that  the assertions in the above facts may themselves appear as goals in 
the process of designing the dynamics of the aircraft. In future we will omit the 
Context slot as this will be inherited by other frames in the same system. 

The strategy for G1 refers to four pieces of information. The application of 
the wheel brakes and reverse thrusters will be treated as new goals, while the 
statements concerning landing speeds (which result from the landing procedures 
and environmental conditions) will be treated as effects. Each of these can be 
decomposed further. In the next step we provide an example in which there are 
no predetermined strategies, and a design decision is made which in turn leads to 
a system description. 

G e n e r a t i n g  F a c t s  or  Goa l s  f r o m  Des ign  Dec i s ions  In satisfying the goal of 
applying the reverse thrusters during landing, we will assume the designer has a 
choice of two strategies used in previous models, and makes a decision based on 
a safety constraint: 

G o a l  
Label G2 
System Landing control 
Assertion Apply reverse thrust 
Alternatives Wheels loads > 12 tonnes; altitude < 10m and wheel speed > 72km/h 
Rationale Both strategies have been used in previous models 
Selection Wheel loads > 12 tonnes 
Justification Wheel loads considered more reliable in 

preventing premature application of reverse thrusters 

For completeness of the goal structure, the causal relationship between the 
selected strategy and the goal must now be treated as a new goal or, in the case 
where we do not wish to decompose this any further, as a fact. For example: 

F a c t  
Label F3 
System Landing control 
Assertion If wheel loads > 12 tonnes then reverse thrust is applied 
Rationale Design decision from G2 

Again the rationale contains a reference, this time from the fact to the goal, thus 
linking this "requirement" to the design decision upon which it is based. 

The goal and fact frames for the application of the wheel brakes can be gen- 
erated in a similar manner. For the sake of brevity we assume there is only one 
(disjunctive) alternative for the wheel brakes, leading to the following frames: 
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G o a l  
Label G3 
System Landing control 
Assertion Apply wheel brakes 
Selection Wheel loads > 12 tonnes or 

altitude < 10m and wheel speed > 72 km/h 

Landing control 
If wheel loads > 12 tonnes, or 
altitude < lOm and wheel speed > 72 km/h, 
then wheel brakes are applied 

The above strategies introduce three new subgoals concerning the wheel load, 
wheel speed, and aircraft altitude, in addition to the two describing approach 
speed from G1. Apart from the altitude these subgoals can all be decomposed 
further by considering the dynamic properties of the aircraft. 

Fu r the r  Goals and Facts We will assume that the loading on both wheels 
depends on the way in which the aircraft is brought down. For simplicity we will 
say that the wheels are adequately loaded if there is a cross wind and the aircraft 
is banked, or if there is a tail wind and the aircraft is brought in level: 

Fac t  
Label F5 
System Aircraft dynamics 
AssertionlWheel loads > 12 tonnes if the aircraft is 

banked when there is a cross wind or the 
aircraft is level when there is a tail wind 

~yy!al Operating procedures 
el G4 
tem 

Assertion Wheel loads 2> 12 tons 
Bring the aircraft in banked in a Se ect on 
cross wind and evel in a tal w nd 

For simplicity we will assume the wheel speed is always greater than 72 km/h 
after touch down (a more sophisticated model might take account of conditions 
such as aquaplaning) and represent this with a fact F6. 

The approach speed of the aircraft depends similarly on environmental condi- 
tions and the operating procedures. For example: 

t 
Aircraft dynamics | 
In a cross wind high throttle leads I 
to a speed < 154 km/h 

Fac t  -7 
Label FB | 
System Aircraft dynamics | 
Assertion In a tail wind high throttle leads to a I 

speed > 154 km/h and <_ 170 km/h I 

These facts provide explanations for the following effects: 

Effec t  
Label E5 
System Operating procedures 
Assertion speed < 154 km/h 
Selection Results from high throttle in a cross wind 
Rationale F7 

E f fec t  
Label E6 
System Operating procedures 
Assertion 154 km/h < speed _< 170 km/h 
Selection Results from high throttle in a tail wind 
Rationale F8 

Finally, we will assume that we are only interested in landing and therefore 
the altitude will necessarily be less than 10m, which is represented by a fact F9. 
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Conditions Describing a Scenario We are now left with subgoals referring to 
the operating procedures and weather conditions which will vary with different 
scenarios. For example, under normal landing conditions we might have: 

C o n d i t i o n  C o n d i t i o n  throttle Label C1 LabeJ C2 
System Environment System Operating procedures 
Assert on Cross w nd Assertion Bank aircraft and use high 

We leave the reader to verify informally that the aircraft lands successfully 
under these conditions, and return to this example in the following section. 

3.2 Models  and Support for Goals 

During the construction of a goal structure we make use of existing descriptions 
of how components of the systems work, as well as generating new requirements 
for components. These are reflected in the facts, which form our model of the 
systems, and the conditions which describe the scenario in which they operate. 

In each case where we specified a strategy for a goal (or explication for an 
effect) we "satisfied" ourselves that the strategy, along with other goals and facts 
expressed in the model, meant that the goal would be satisfied. We refer to this 
as local support for the goal, "local" because there is an assumption at this stage 
that any other goals referred to can be achieved through further decomposition. 
In some cases, where a fact directly expressed an implication from the subgoals 
in the strategy to the goal, it follows in a straightforward way that satisfying the 
subgoals would, in turn, satisfy the goal. In other cases a number of facts may 
have been required to ensure that the strategy led to the goal being satisfied. 

As the development of a goal structure continues, any subgoals in the strategy 
that are not themselves facts are decomposed further. If this process is contin- 
ued, with each decomposition being locally supported, until there are no further 
subgoals to be reduced, every goal in the structure will be supported by the model 
alone. In this case we say that all the goals are globally supported. It can be seen, 
therefore, that the strategies provide a means of developing, through a series of 
incremental steps, a model in which all the goals are satisfied. 

Finally, we can investigate the response of the systems under various scenarios, 
as well as various changes to the systems, by following the implications of the 
changes through these "paths" -of support. 

In the remainder of the paper we formalise all of the above ideas by attaching 
logical descriptions of goals, facts and strategies to frames, and using formal proof 
methods to investigate and confirm local and global support for goals. 

4 F o r m a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  in  G o a l  S t r u c t u r e s  

In order to ensure properties such as consistency of our model and support for 
our goals, we need to have unambiguous representations of the assertions in goals, 
effects, facts and conditions, in a language that supports formal reasoning. We 
achieve this by adding logical information to our frames. 
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4.1 Examples of Logical Assertions 

In this paper we will make use of only ground first-order sentences of a classical 
logic to describe assertions. (In general we may wish to use languages in which 
we can represent different kinds of causal relationships, numerical constraints, 
precedence of requirements and so on.) 

As an example, the fact F1 might be expanded as follows: 

FAilrcraft dynamics 
The aircraft will stop within 1000m if wheel brakes are applied when 

speed _< 154km/h. stop,length < 1000)[ speed < 154 -+ (applied(wheel.brakes) -+ 
Engineering tests J 

Assertion* contains the formal description of the contents of Assertion. We will 
sometimes use the notation assert(F1) to refer to this slot directly. Similarly, if S 
is a set of frames we will write assert(S) for the set of assertions therein. 

In the case of a goal, as well as formalising the assertion made, we require 
a logical expression of the selected strategy. The reason for this is that ,  in the 
construction of a goal structure, the strategy temporarily takes the place of sub- 
sequent goals, effects, facts and conditions. This strategy also forms a semantic 
link between a goal and its "children". Thus G1 may be expanded to include: 

Goal 
Label G1 
Assertion* stop.length ~ I000 
Selection* [speed < 154 A applied(wheel.brakes)] V 

[154 < speed ~ 170 A applied(wheel.brakes) A applied( .... thrust)] 

Logical expressions can be similarly added to the other frames. Full lists for 
our example are shown in Table 1 and the two scenarios in Table 2. 

As indicated earlier, whereas the informal descriptions will be provided by an 
engineer who has intimate knowledge of the design, the translation into logical 
form may be passed to someone with specific skills in logical representation and 
theorem proving. This is one of the motivations for combining formal and informal 
descriptions in this way. 

5 Formal Propert ies  of Goal Structures 

Now that  we have a formal description of the assertions and strategies in goal 
structures we are in a position to prove properties of the goal structure and the 
model. To simplify the exposition we will, where appropriate, refer to frames and 
their assertions interchangeably. For example, if G is a goal and M a set of facts, 
we will write M ~ G as shorthand for 
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G o a l s  a n d  E f f e c t s  
G1 s t o p . l e n g t h  < 1000 
G2 a p p l i e d ( r e v e r s e . t h r u s t )  
G3 applied(wheel.brakes) 
G4 wheel.loads > 12 
E5 speed < 154 
E6 154 < speed < 170 

M o d e l  M1 
FI speed ~ 154 -+ (applied(wheel.brakes) -+ stop.length < i000) 
F2 154 < speed ~ 170 -+ 

(applied(wheel.brakes) A applied(reverse.thrust) ~+ stop.length< i000) 
F3 wheel.loads > 12 -+ applied(reverse.thrust) 
F4 wheel.loads > 12 V altitude < I0 A whesl.speed > 72 -+ applied(wheel.brakes) 
F5 ( c ro s s .w ind  -+ (banked --+ whee l . l oads  > 12)) A ( t a i l , w i n d  --+ ( l e v e l  -+ whee l , l oads  > 12)) 
F6 wheel.speed > 72 
F7 cross.wind -+ (throttle(high) -+ speed ~ 154) 
F8 tail.wind -+ (throttle(high) -+ 154 < speed < 170) 
F9 altitude < I0 

Table 1. Logical assertions corresponding to goals and facts. 

Scenario W1 
CI c ro s s .w ind  
C2 banked A throttle(high) 

S c e n a r i o  W2 
C3 tail.wind 
C2 banked A throttle(high) 

Table 2. Logical descriptions of two scenarios. 

5.1 Cons is tency  and Global  Suppor t  

First, we would like to ensure that our model is consistent, any scenario we apply 
the model in is consistent, and also that the union of any such scenario and the 
model is consistent (otherwise any goal assertion will be a consequence). These 
can all be tested using a standard theorem prover. 

Secondly, we would like all goals (and effects) to be satisfiable in some scenario. 
This is the condition of global support introduced in Section 3.2, and ensures that 

,the goals have been adequately (at least from a logical point of view) decomposed. 
We achieve this by ensuring that all goals are logical consequences of the union of 
the model and some scenario consistent with the model, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

scenario 

W 

model 

f= goals and 
effects 

Fig. 2. Formal relationship between facts, conditions, goals and effects. 
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Def in i t i on  I Let G be a goal or effect in some context with model M .  Then G 
is (globally) supported in a scenario W iff 

yvu  a 

We say that  a goal or effect is supportable if and only if it is supported in some 
scenario W such that  W U M is consistent. 

In our example we can see that  goals G1,... ,G4 and effect E5 are consequences 
of M1 and Wl,  while E6 is a consequence of M1 and W2. Thus all goals and effects 
are supportable. 

Like the consistency properties, global support can be established using a 
standard theorem prover once the goal structure has been completely decom- 
posed. A more difficult task is to specify checks that  can be made during the 
decomposition process to ensure that  the final goal structure will be globally sup- 
ported. That  is, we wish to specify the formal conditions for local support. 

5.2 Local  S u p p o r t  

Recall that  we would like a goal (or effect) to be locally supported if it is satisfied 
by other goals (intuitively those at the next level of decomposition) as well as 
facts and conditions. This includes subgoals mentioned in the strategy for which 
new frames have not yet been added. Thus if a context C includes model M, goals 
and effects H, and a scenario W such that  W U M U H is consistent, then for any 
particular goal (or effect) G with selection S, we would like to have: 

asser t (M U ( H -  {C}) U W) U {S} ~ assert(G). 

Note that  we are assuming here that  C and its components may not be completely 
decomposed. Providing we are dealing with a monotonic logic (as in this case) the 
above relationship will still hold as any further assertions are added to the left of 
the consequence relation. 

This relationship would not, however, be sufficient to guarantee global support. 
The reason is that  it allows circular paths of support. Consider, for example, a 
goal G1 with assertion A and strategy B. This would be locally supported by 
another goal G2 with assertion B -+ A. However G2 is also locally supported by 
G1. In this case neither goal need be globally supported. 

To overcome this problem we impose a partial order ~_ (and corresponding 
quasi-order -<) on assertions, and hence on the goals (effects) containing them. 
We then insist that  the local support for a goal from other goals comes only from 
those that  are strictly lower in the partial order. We also require that  the goal's 
strategy is eventually entailed by goals that  are lower in the partial order, along 
with facts and conditions. Since the partial order is transitive and antisymmetric 
this prevents the occurrence of loops. 

If G is a goal in context C we use -<c C to denote the set of goals in C that  
are strictly lower in the partial order than G; that  is 

- ~ a C = { A  I A ~ C a n d A ~ G  }. 

We can then define local support recursively as follows: 
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Def in i t ion  2 Let G be a goal or effect with strategy S and context C. Let M 
be the model in C and W a scenario in C such that M U -~c C u {S} U W is 
consistent. Then G is locally supported in W iff there exists 

T C_ -~aC 

such that 

assert(MUTU W) U {S} ~= assert(G) (1) 

and 

a s s e r t ( M U T U W )  ~ S (2) 

and the goals and effects in T are locally supported in W. 3 

The partial order will be constructed along with the goal structure. The general 
idea is that  the assertions of any goals, facts or conditions that  the developer makes 
use of to satisfy a goal must precede the goal in the partial order. Note that the 
strategy is provided for convenience and may be empty. 

T h e o r e m  3. In a finite goal structure, any goal that is locally supported in some 
scenario is globally supported in that scenario. Hence any locally supportable goal 
is globally supportable. 

Pro@ Let G, S, C, M, W and T be defined as in Definition 2. If T is empty, 
then G is trivially globally supported in W. Suppose then that  T is non-empty. 
Since the goal structure is assumed finite and < is an irreflexive partial order, < 
is well-founded on the goal structure. Hence it may be assumed as an inductive 
hypothesis that  the goals in T are globally supported in W. Thus, for any goal 
J E T, we have M U W  ~ ]; but then by equation (2) asser t (MUW) ~ S and 
by equation (1) assert(M U W) U {S} ~ assert(G). It follows that  M U W ~ G 
and thus G is globally supported in W. [] 

As an example, in Scenario Wl,  goal G1 is locally supported by G3 and E5 
along with the model. G3 is supported directly by the model in W1, as is ES. 
Therefore by Theorem 3 G1 is globally supported in W1. E6, on the other hand, 
is locally (and globally) supported in W2. 

6 Simple Analysis of Changes 

Just as the logic-based framework allows us to reason about consistency and 
support, it allows us to assess the implications of various changes to the system. 
While we do not have space in this paper to address this issue in depth, the simple 

3 Note that from equations (1) and (2) it follows that assert(MUZUW) ~ assert(C). 
This is what we would expect - -  the strategy simply provides a convenient interme- 
diate stage. 
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example we have set up allows us to give a flavour of how the system might be 
used. 

In the incident described, it is assumed that  the pilot is informed of a cross 
wind, and adopts the standard landing procedure of increasing the thrust and 
banking the aircraft - -  Scenario W1. Applying this to our model provides G1 
(that is, the aircraft stops within 1000m) as a logical consequence as expected. 

Just prior to the landing, however, the wind swings around to a tail wind - -  
Scenario W2. As can be seen from the model, this causes a coincidence of two 
effects: first, the landing speed is increased so that  both the reverse thrusters and 
the wheel brakes are required; and second, the banking of the aircraft means that  
the wheels are not both adequately weighted, so the reverse thrusters do not fire. 
Taken together these effects mean that  the aircraft no longer stops within the 
required distance. Using a theorem prover we see that  G1 is no longer a logical 
consequence of the model in this scenario. 

While in this case it is not difficult to trace the implications of scenario W2 
by hand (at least once the exercise of formalising the relationships has been per- 
formed) in a complex system this will not always be the case, increasing the 
benefits of automated impact analysis. 

Finally, we would like to see what changes can be made to our system in order 
to prevent this incident occurring. Here the logical model can be used for "what 
if" analysis. In this example there is a simple change which prevents the accident 
- -  the alternative strategy is chosen for goal G2. Modifying fact F3 accordingly 
and resubmitting the second scenario to the proof system verifies that  the problem 
no longer occurs. 

7 Conclusions  and Future Work 

Goal-structured analysis provides a methodology for structuring system require- 
ments, underpinning these with logical representations, and conducting auto- 
mated analyses of the resulting systems. 

The framework we have presented here is restrictive and further work is needed 
from both theoretical and pragmatic points of view. This work is continuing with 
reference to case-studies, carried out with industrial partners on the project, to 
ascertain what information it is most important to represent and what function- 
ality is required for analysing this information. At present we are investigating 
adding the following facilities: 

- A s u g g e s t i o n  facility, based on abductive reasoning (e.g. [2]), that  proposes 
ways of developing the goal structure to support goals which do not hold. 

- A s e n s i t i v i t y  facility that  uses labelled deduction [5] to partition out goals 
which cannot be affected by changes to specific parts of the system, avoiding 
reprocessing. 

- A s e l e c t i o n  facility, based on prioritized logics (see for example [11]), that  
allows requirements to be ranked in terms of the difficulty of change, and 
enables the reasoning system to select candidates accordingly. 
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- An information extraction system that assists the user in extracting logical 
information from the informal descriptions expressed in controlled natural 
langauge [8]. 

- An explanation facility that conveys to the user the line of reasoning used in 
deductions. 

While more research needs to be carried out to ascertain the feasibility of these 
facilities, we believe that the framework described in this paper provides a useful 
platform for investigating these areas. 
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